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If you’re a radio talk show host or disc-jockey, having a steady supply of great inspirational quotes at your fingertips is
something that you need. Each of the following quotes have been hand-picked by Bob Garner and can be used to
introducea guest or as an inspiring greetingor sign off to your listeners.
Feel free to use these MOTIVATIONAL and SPIRITUAL QUOTES and check back for updates.

1. “My life has been full of terrible misfortunes, most of which never happened”.
Montaigne, French Philosopher
2. “The gossip is usually the person with few friends, but a lot of listeners”.
Henny Youngman, comedian, author
3. “From this moment on, use your will power to only include things in your mind of good material. You
must select only the good and reject everything else”.
Koichi Toehi, Akido instructor and author of Akido in Daily Life
4. “No matter how busy you are, you must take time to make the other person feel important”
Mary Kay Ash, entrepreneur, author, founder of Mary Kay Cosmetics.
5. “Disaster sometimes rolls over and becomes a blessing”. Chinese Proverb

Living proof that what he says works, Bob Garner turned his hobby of magic and
mindreading into a lucrative business and himself into a millionaire before the age of 40.
A self-made success story, Bob Garner is an international speaker and best selling author
who will share with your listeners the steps that anyone can take to turn their own dreams
into reality.
With a master’s in religious studies, Bob combines religion, psychology and real world
strategies with a quick sense of humor and wit to deliver to your listeners life changing
information that they can immediately use to achieve goals, diminish fear and worry,
reduce stress, and “Make the Magic Happen™” in their lives.

"A dynamic, informative, and exciting guest!” Andy Morris, Clear Channel
“One of the best guests ever, and I’ve had many.
Funny, informative, inspiring…my listeners love him.”
Chad Stevens, “The Morning ZOO”, KJUG
To have Bob on your show call: 888.811.8465 or direct 805-534-1576
Email: bob@bobgarner.com
Websites: http://www.bobgarneraudio.com/radiotvtalk.html
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